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narrative with a uew of life and mnmu'is, the description may be
accepted for what it is woith. But if it implies that Euphues was the
pattern and stai ting-point from which tin* Knylish novel proceeded
to develop, it is far from tiuc Euphur* made a gKMt hit, and was
widely imitated, both style and story, foi ten or «i do/en years. Then
it went into gradual obli\ion, horn which it luis Ken icsunected,
like a museum specimen, for the edification of modem students.
In certain ways it was a foierunner of the no\el of manneis which
came into being a centuiy and a half Liter , but the novelists
of manners hardly knew of its existence, and piobably learned
nothing from it either dnectly or indirectly.
Outline of    There are two stones in Euf>hueiy besides incidental anecdotes,
" Eu-       ancj besides othei contents which are by no means tributary to the
	narrative : there is that of The Anaiomy of Itr//,1 and there is the
' sequel, Euphues and his England, Let us leview them in outline. In
Anatomy the first an educated young Athenian, wishing to see the world,
of Wit" visits Naples, a frivolous and dissolute place, well exemplifying the
demoralized state of Italian society, of which it is one main object
of the book to give young men a warning Here, after being greeted
with a protracted lecture on the follies of youth fiom an old man,
Eubulus—who might stand for Conscience in a morality play—and
replying impatiently at similar length, Euphues falls in with a gallant
of his own age, Philautus. With much prolix declamation on the
theme of friendship the two enter into bonds of closest amity, and
Philautus takes his new acquaintance with him to the house of the
lady whom he is courting. Euphues has the ill grace to fall in love,
and when his friend's back is turned to woo the lady himself. He
cuts out Philautus 5 but Lucilla speedily jilts him too, and both the
swains are left lamenting. There is nothing more in the shape of
story.2 Euphues, disillusioned and penitent, indites a " Cooling Card
for Philautus and all Fond Lovers " ; this is put into an appendix,
with a dissertation " Euphues and his Ephebus," derived through
1 ;<Anatomy" means a dissection or exposure-i.fr. of the empty writing
for display, the art for art's sake, and like symptoms of the Italian influence
denounced by Ascham, This is the ground of the attack on Oxford.
3 See p, 4*, n., on Dr Wolffs comparison of the general situation with that
in "Tito e Gisippo" (Decameron, x. 8) There is no inheient inconsistency
between the view that Lyly adopted the same situation, finding- a conveise
dlnoument, and the theory that he had the Prodigal Son theme at the back
of his mind, or even converted a play into prose fiction (see p 6x, n. s).

